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We present a detailed scaling study of the charm and bottom systems using our relativistic heavy

quark action and the Iwasaki gauge action in quenched QCD. We investigate two cases: (i) all the

four parametersν , rs, cB, cE in the heavy quark action are determined up to one-loop level, and (ii)

the parameterν is nonperturbatively determined from the dispersion relation of the quarkonium

with rs, cB, cE left at the one-loop level. We measure the charmonium and bottomonium spectra

including both spin-independent and spin-dependent splittings, heavy-light pseudoscalar decay

constants and charm and bottom quark masses. The results for the bottom system show good

scaling behavior compared to those with NRQCD. This feature is further improved, once the

nonperturbativeν is employed.
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1. Introduction

Lattice QCD should be an ideal tool to provide quantitative predictions for heavy quark physics
from first principles. However, there is an obstacle which prevents us from achieving this goal:
largemQa corrections at lattice spacings accessible with current computational resources.

Recently, we have proposed a new relativistic approach to control themQa corrections from
the view point of the on-shellO(a) improvement program[1]. The relativistic heavy quark (RHQ)
action is given by

Sq = ∑
x

[
m0q̄(x)q(x)+ q̄(x)γ0D0q(x)+ν ∑

i

q̄(x)γiDiq(x)− rta
2

q̄(x)D2
0q(x)− rsa

2 ∑
i

q̄(x)D2
i q(x)

− iga
2

cE ∑
i

q̄(x)σ0iF0iq(x)− iga
4

cB∑
i, j

q̄(x)σi j Fi j q(x)

]
, (1.1)

where we are allowed to choosert = 1, while the other four parametersν , rs, cE, cB should be ad-
justed as analytic functions ofmQa and the gauge coupling constantg from relativistic invariance to
O(a) for arbitrary magnitude ofmQ. In Ref.[2] we have determined the four improvement param-
eters up to one-loop level for various improved gauge actions employing the on-shell quark-quark
scattering amplitude. Furthermore, we have carried out a perturbative determination of mass de-
pendent renormalization factors andO(a) improvement coefficients for the vector and axial vector
currents[3, 4].

In this report we make a quenched scaling study of the charm and bottom systems with the
RHQ action and the Iwasaki gauge action[5]. We test two choices for the parameters in the RHQ
action. In one choice designated as RHQ(PT),ν , rs, cE, cB are perturbatively determined. In the
other choice called RHQ(NP),ν is nonperturbatively determined, while the others remain perturba-
tive. We have investigated various physical quantities: the charmonium and bottomonium spectra,
heavy-light pseudoscalar decay constants and heavy quark masses. Our results are compared to
those with the clover quark action on isotropic and anisotropic lattices for the charm system, while
for the bottom system we employ the NRQCD results as a benchmark.

2. Simulation details

In Table 1 we summarize parameters of our quenched simulations with the Iwasaki gauge
action. The lattice spacinga at eachβ is from a fit ofa as a function ofβ usingr0 = 0.5fm [6].
The physical spatial size is chosen to beLa = 1.8fm. The same gauge configurations are used for

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

L3×T β a[fm] #conf(ν tuning)

163×40 2.5120 0.11250 550(150)
203×48 2.6606 0.09000 480(160)
243×48 2.7863 0.07500 450(180)
323×64 2.9939 0.05625 420
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Figure 1: Speed of light for (a) heavy-heavy and (b) heavy-light pseudoscalar mesons.

the comparison of RHQ(PT) and RHQ(NP). The simulation with RHQ(NP) atβ = 2.9939is now
under way.

For the heavy quark parameters in the RHQ action (1.1), we imposert = 1, rs is calculated at
one-loop level, andν is either perturbatively or nonperturbatively determined. ForcB andcE we
adopt the following procedure to incorporate nonperturbative contribution atmQ = 0:

cB/E = {cPT
B/E(mQa)−cPT

B/E(0)}+cNP
SW. (2.1)

At eachβ we choose six values of hopping parameters ranging from charm to bottom quark masses.
For the light quarks we use the nonperturbativelyO(a)-improved Wilson quark action, and make
measurements for two values of hopping parameters sandwiching the strange quark mass deter-
mined bymφ .

We employ two finite spatial momenta of|~p| = 2π/L,
√

2·2π/L to extract the kinetic masses.
Errors are estimated by the single elimination jackknife procedure for all measured quantities.

3. Nonperturbative determination of ν

If all the improvement parameters in the RHQ action are nonperturbatively determined, the
remaining systematic errors aref2(mQa)(aΛQCD)2 where f2 is an analytic function aroundmQa =
0[1]. The RHQ(PT) action, however, is left with the systematic errors ofO(α2

s ) ∼ 5% originat-
ing from ν ∑i q̄γiDiq, which is responsible for theMpole-Mkin difference and relevant for hyper-
fine splitting as shown below. In the case of the RHQ(NP) action, whereν is nonperturbatively
adjusted to satisfyMpole

hh = Mkin
hh , the leading systematic error except forf2(mQa)(aΛQCD)2 is

O(α2
s aΛQCD) ∼ 1% from the Wilson and the clover terms, which is negligibly small compared

to the statistical errors.

In Fig.1(a) we plot the effective speed of lightceff for the heavy-heavy pseudoscalar meson
determined from the dispersion relationE2 = m2

pole+ c2
eff|~p|2. It is clear that the nonperturbative

tuning of ν is successfully implemented. Figure1(b) showsceff for the heavy-light case. An
important observation is thatceff is automatically tuned to be unity, onceν is adjusted by the
heavy-heavy spectrum. This is expected from our formulation.
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Figure 2: Orbital excitation for (a) charmonium and (b) bottomonium systems.

4. Scaling properties for various physical quantities

We focus on the scaling properties for charmonium and bottomonium spectra, heavy-light
pseudoscalar decay constants and charm and bottom quark masses. Our results are compared to
previous works with NRQCD[7] and the clover quark action on isotropic[8, 9] and anisotropic[10]
lattices, whose lattice spacings are converted to those determined byr0 = 0.5fm with the aid of
Ref.[11] if necessary.

Let us first present the results on quarkonium spectra. Figure2 shows the cutoff dependence
of orbital excitation: the mass difference between the3P1 and3S1 states. We observe good scaling
behavior both for the charmonium and the bottomonium. It seems that the difference between
RHQ(PT) and RHQ(NP) causes little effects on this quantity. For the bottomonium our results are
consistent with those with NRQCD even at finite lattice spacing. In Fig.3 we plot the hyperfine
splitting as a function of lattice spacing, which is measured with both the pole mass and the kinetic
mass for RHQ(PT) and the pole mass for RHQ(NP). For the charmonium our results with RHQ(PT)
and RHQ(NP) seem to converge toward the continuum values of the clover results on the isotropic
and anisotropic lattices as the lattice spacing decreases. It is clear that the RHQ(NP) results show
smaller scaling violation effects than the RHQ(PT) results. On the other hand, we observe rather
large scaling violation effects in the bottomonium case. Although the experimental value of∆M(ϒ-
ηb) is not known, our results appear converging around 30MeV toward the continuum limit. We
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Figure 3: Hyperfine splitting for (a) charmonium and (b) bottomonium systems.
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Figure 4: Decay constant for (a)Ds and (b)Bs.

find that the NRQCD results show a stronger cutoff dependence than ours, and it is unclear how
large the systematic errors are.

The heavy-light pseudoscalar decay constant is calculated using〈0|A4|PS〉 = i fPSmPS with
mPS the meson pole mass. We adopt the perturbative values for the renormalization factor and the
improvement coefficients of the axial vector current[3]. The results forfDs and fBs in Fig.4 show
good scaling behavior. The difference between RHQ(PT) and RHQ(NP) is rather small both for
fDs and fBs. Our result forfDs shows milder cutoff effects than the clover result[9] as expected, and
for fBs good consistency is observed between our results and the NRQCD results[12, 13] at finite
lattice spacings.

Let us turn to the charm and bottom quark masses in theMS scheme determined from the
heavy-heavy and heavy-light axial Ward identities. For the heavy-light case we employ

mDs〈0|A4|Ds〉 = (mc +ms)〈0|P|Ds〉 mDs input, (4.1)

mBs〈0|A4|Bs〉 = (mb +ms)〈0|P|Bs〉 mBs input, (4.2)

where zero spatial momentum is imposed on theDs andBs states. The strange quark massms is
determined bymφ . The renormalization factors and the improvement coefficients forA4 andP
are perturbatively evaluated. We can also determine the charm and bottom quark masses from the
heavy-heavy axial Ward identities:

mηc〈0|A4|ηc〉 = 2mc〈0|P|ηc〉 mJ/Ψ input, (4.3)

mηb〈0|A4|ηb〉 = 2mb〈0|P|ηb〉 mϒ input. (4.4)

We adopt the vector meson masses as input for the heavy-heavy case, since theηb state of the
bottomonium is not confirmed experimentally. In Fig.5 we plot the RHQ(NP) results ofmMS

c (µ =
mMS

c ) andmMS
b (µ = mMS

b ). We find that the scaling violation effects are tiny formMS
c (µ = mMS

c )
both in the heavy-light and heavy-heavy cases, while they are sizable formMS

b (µ = mMS
b ).

Except for thef2(mQa)(aΛQCD)2 contributions, the leading systematic errors in the calculation
of fDs,Bs andmc,b areO(α2

s ) coming from higher order effects in the renormalization factors. We
plan to remove this systematic error by determining the renormalization factors nonperturbatively.
Once this is achieved, the remaining systematic errors should beO(α2

s aΛQCD).
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Figure 5: (a) Charm quark mass renormalized at the scale of its own mass inMS scheme. (b) for bottom.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The RHQ action shows good scaling behaviors both for the charm and bottom systems. Es-
pecially, once the parameterν is nonperturbatively determined, the scaling properties are further
improved. As a next step we are now working on a perturbative determination of the renormal-
ization factors and the improvement coefficients for the four-fermi operators, which is relevant for
the calculation ofBB. We also start to repeat the calculation on 2+1 flavor gauge configurations
generated by the CP-PACS/JLQCD Collaboration[16].

This work is supported in part by Grants-in-Aid of the Ministry of Education (No. 13135204,
13640260, 14046202, 14740173, 15204015, 15540251, 15540279, 15740134, 15740165, 16028201,
16540228, 17340066).
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